SPECIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Prevention of Cold Injuries during Exercise

SUMMARY
It is the position of the American College of Sports Medicine that exercise can be performed safely in most cold-weather environments without incurring cold-weather injuries. The key to prevention is use of a comprehensive risk management strategy that: a) identifies/assesses the cold hazard; b) identifies/assesses contributing factors for cold-weather injuries; c) develops controls to mitigate cold stress/strain; d) implements controls into formal plans; and e) utilizes administrative oversight to ensure controls are enforced or modified. The American College of Sports Medicine recommends that: 1) coaches/athletes/medical personnel know the signs/symptoms and risk factors for hypothermia, frostbite, and nonfreezing cold injuries, identify individuals susceptible to cold injuries, and have the latest up-to-date information about current and future weather conditions before conducting training sessions or competitions; 2) cold-weather clothing be chosen based on each individual’s requirements and that standardized clothing ensembles not be mandated for entire groups; 3) the wind-chill temperature index be used to estimate the relative risk of frostbite and that heightened surveillance of exercisers be used at wind-chill temperatures below \(-27^\circ\text{C} (-18^\circ\text{F})\); and 4) individuals with asthma and cardiovascular disease can exercise in cold environments, but should be monitored closely.

INTRODUCTION
People exercise and work in many cold-weather environments (low temperature, high winds, low solar radiation, rain/water exposure). For the most part, cold-weather is not a barrier to performing physical activity. Successful and safe exploration to the North and South Poles, and swimming for hours across the English Channel are clearly indicative that human beings can perform in extreme cold. Many factors, including the environment, clothing, anthropometric factors, health status, age, and exercise intensity, interact to determine if exercising in the cold elicits additional physiological strain and injury risk beyond that associated with the same exercise done under temperate conditions. In many cases, exercise in the cold does not increase strain or injury risk, and David Bass, the noted environmental physiologist, once stated that “man in the cold is not necessarily a cold man.” (6). However, there are scenarios (immersion, rain, low ambient temperature with wind) where whole-body or local thermal balance cannot be maintained during exercise-cold stress, contributing to cold-weather injuries and diminished exercise capability and performance. Furthermore, exercise-cold stress can increase the risk of morbidity and mortality in certain susceptible populations (45,84,98).

This position statement provides guidance to enable people exercising in the cold to avoid cold-weather injuries. Objectives of the Position Stand are to: 1) define the most common cold-weather injuries expected during exercise-cold stress, 2) present factors that increase the risk of sustaining a cold-weather injury, and 3) provide appropriate guidance to prevent or lower susceptibility to cold-weather injuries. Cold-weather outcomes or cold-related injuries include hypothermia, frostbite, cold urticaria, and nonfreezing cold injuries, and also outcomes secondary to being in the cold including cold-induced asthma and acute cardiovascular events such as myocardial infarction. Cold stress refers to environmental and/or personal conditions that tend to remove body heat and decrease body temperature. Cold strain refers to physiological and/or psychological consequences of cold stress. This position statement is applicable to all athletic activities in the cold including those that are short-term (jogging, running, skiing, biathlon, speed skating, outdoor hockey), medium term (adventure racing, triathlon, marathons, long-distance swimming), and long-term (mountaineering and expeditions).

EVIDENCE CLASSIFICATION
This Position Stand presents an evidence-based review based on a criteria scale proposed by the American Academy of Family Physicians. This scale is called the Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy (SORT). Table 1 presents the SORT. Recommendations are given a grade of
TABLE 1. Strength of recommendation taxonomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength of Recommendation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Recommendation based on consistent and good quality patient-oriented evidence (morbidity, mortality, symptom improvement, cost reduction, and quality of life).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Recommendation based on inconsistent or limited-quality patient-oriented evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Recommendation based on consensus, usual practice, opinion, disease-oriented evidence (measures of intermediate, physiologic, or surrogate end-points that may or may not reflect improvements in patient outcomes), or case series for studies of diagnosis, treatment, prevention, or screening.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A, B, or C based on patient- or disease-oriented outcomes. The SORT can be accessed from the American Family Physician Web site, www.aafp.org. The reader should be cognizant that classifying evidence using this taxonomy heavily emphasizes outcome-based treatments. However, outcome-based research on medical effects of exposure to cold is limited by the ethical constraints that preclude the design of studies that use frostbite or severe hypothermia as an outcome in human volunteer subjects.

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES TO COLD

Acute cold exposure. Humans exhibit peripheral vasoconstriction upon cold exposure. The resulting decrease in peripheral blood flow reduces convective heat transfer between the body’s core and shell (skin, subcutaneous fat and skeletal muscle), effectively increasing insulation by the body’s shell (39,168,178). Heat will then be lost from the exposed body surface faster than it is replaced, so skin and underlying tissue temperatures decline (168). During whole-body cold exposure, the vasoconstrictor response occurs throughout the entire body’s peripheral shell and the limbs effectively become part of the shell. Vasoconstriction begins when mean weighted skin temperature falls below 34–35°C (159), and becomes maximal when mean skin temperature is about 31°C or less during whole-body water immersion (185) or 26–28°C during localized cooling (22). Thus, the vasoconstrictor response to cold exposure helps retard heat loss and defend core temperature, but at the expense of a decline in skin and muscle temperatures.

The vasoconstriction-induced blood flow reduction and fall in skin temperature probably contribute to the etiology of peripheral cold injuries. Cold-induced vasoconstriction has pronounced effects in the hands and fingers making them particularly susceptible to cold injury and a loss of manual dexterity (13). In these areas, another vasomotor response, cold-induced vasodilation (CIVD), modulates the effects of vasoconstriction (114,133). Periodic oscillations of skin temperature follow the initial decline during cold exposure, resulting from transient increases in blood flow to the cooled finger. A similar CIVD also occurs in the forearm, likely reflecting the CIVD of the extremities (40). It is believed that CIVD plays a substantial role in reducing the risk of local cold injuries (86) and may be beneficial for improving dexterity and tactile sensitivity during exposure to cold (25). CIVD responses are more pronounced when the body core and skin temperatures are warm (hyperthermic state) and suppressed when they are cold (hypothermic state), when compared to normothermia (26,27,135).

Cold exposure also elicits an increased metabolic heat production in humans, which can help offset heat loss. In humans, cold-induced thermogenesis is attributable to skeletal muscle contractile activity (168). Humans initiate this thermogenesis through involuntary shivering or by voluntarily modifying behavior, i.e., increasing physical activity (exercise, increased “fidgeting,” etc). While certain animals exhibit an increased metabolic heat production by noncontracting tissue (brown adipose tissue) in response to cold exposure, i.e., nonshivering thermogenesis, experimental evidence does not support a large role for brown-fat mediated thermogenesis in adult humans (4,18).

Shivering, which consists of involuntary, repeated, rhythmic muscle contractions, may start immediately, or after several minutes of cold exposure, usually beginning in torso muscles, then spreading to the limbs (8). The intensity and extent of shivering varies according to the severity of cold stress. As shivering intensity increases and more muscles are recruited to shiver, whole body oxygen uptake increases, typically reaching about 600–700 mL·min⁻¹ during resting exposure to cold air, but often exceeding 1000 mL·min⁻¹ during resting immersion in cold water (178). Maximal shivering is difficult to quantify, but the highest oxygen uptake reported in the literature to date appears to be 2.2 L·min⁻¹, recorded during cold-water immersion, and this was ~ 6 times the resting metabolic rate (50% VO₂max) for that subject (47).

Patterns of human cold acclimatization. Athletes exposed to cold weather may acclimatize but the physiologic adjustments are very modest and depend on the severity of the exposures. Cold acclimatization in persons repeatedly or chronically exposed to cold manifests in three different patterns of thermoregulatory adjustments: habituation, metabolic acclimatization, and insulative acclimatization (193).

The most commonly observed acclimatization pattern exhibited is habituation, in which physiological responses to cold become less pronounced than in the unacclimatized state. Blunting of both shivering and cold-induced vasoconstriction are the hallmarks of habituation (193). Cold-habituated persons with blunted shivering and vasoconstrictor responses to cold, sometimes, but not always, also exhibit a more pronounced decline in core temperature during cold exposure than nonacclimatized persons. Thus, this pattern of cold acclimatization is sometimes referred to as hypothermic habituation, or hypothermic acclimatization. Findings from different cold acclimation studies, when viewed collectively (see (193) for a detailed review), suggest that short intense cold exposures (e.g., less than 1 h), a few times per week will produce habituation, but that longer exposures (e.g., more than 8 h) to more moderate cold conditions, on consecutive days over a fairly long period
(e.g., more than 2 wk) are required to induce the hypothermic form of habituation. Habituation also occurs locally (i.e., hands), leading to warmer skin temperatures and decreased discomfort (1,108,161).

Chronic cold exposure can induce two other distinct patterns of acclimatization. A more pronounced thermogenic response to cold characterizes the metabolic acclimatization pattern (193). An exaggerated shivering response has been reported to develop because of chronic cold exposure, and the possibility that humans develop a nonshivering thermogenesis continues to be argued. However, the evidence purporting to document the existence of this pattern does not definitively demonstrate whether this enhanced thermogenic response to cold represents an adjustment to chronic cold, or confounding effects of differences in diet or body composition among experimental and control subjects.

The third major pattern of cold acclimatization, referred to as insulative cold acclimatization, is characterized by enhanced heat conservation mechanisms (193). With insulative acclimatization, cold-exposure elicits a more rapid and more pronounced decline in skin temperature and lower thermal conductance at the skin than in the unacclimatized state, mediated by a more pronounced vasoconstrictor response to cold, possibly due to enhanced sympathetic nervous response to cold. In addition, some data suggest that insulative cold acclimatization may also involve development of enhanced circulatory counter-current heat exchange mechanisms to limit convective heat loss, as evidenced by the observation that before wet-suits came into common usage, Korean diving women immersed in cool water exhibited lower forearm heat loss than control subjects, despite the fact that forearm blood flow remained higher in the diving women (83). After wet-suit use became widespread, Korean diving women no longer exhibited any thermoregulatory adjustments compared to control subjects, suggesting that the previous differences truly reflected adjustments to frequent exposure to cold while diving (for review see (193)). Compared to the effects of heat acclimatization, physiological adjustments to chronic cold exposure are less pronounced, slower to develop, less reproducible, and less practical in terms of relieving thermal strain, defending normal body temperature, and preventing thermal injury.

**HYPOTHERMIA**

Clinically, hypothermia is defined as a core temperature below 35°C (95°F), which represents ~2°C (3.5°F) fall from normal body temperature (143), while physiologically, hypothermia is a core temperature below the value observed typically observed during active phases (< 36.8°C). Hypothermia develops when heat losses exceed heat production causing the body heat content to decrease. Declines in core temperature may eventually impact exercise performance.

Hypothermia is characterized as mild, moderate, or severe (143). Table 2 lists the core temperatures and physiological changes associated with these low body core temperatures. The symptoms of hypothermia are quite variable from person to person even at the same core temperature. Early symptoms of hypothermia include feeling cold, shivering, and exhibiting signs of apathy and social withdrawal. Coaches and athletes should be aware of these early symptoms so that proper preventative measures can be taken at this time. More pronounced hypothermia manifests as confusion or sleepiness, slurred speech, and a change in behavior or appearance (158). Severe hypothermia is associated with changes in cardiac rhythms requiring immediate treatment to rewarm and restore normal temperature. Resuscitation has been successful even with core temperatures as low as 13.7°C (60). At these temperatures, life signs are almost impossible to discern and no one should be pronounced dead until they have been rewarmed. Hence the use of the adage, “a person is not dead until they are warm and dead.”

Table 3 presents a list of factors thought to predispose individuals to hypothermia. Important risk factors commonly encountered by exercisers are considered in detail below. The majority of factors known to influence the onset of hypothermia have been identified in experiments that used whole-body cold water immersion, but the risk factors are likely to have similar influence, if less pronounced, on hypothermia onset in cold-air exposure.

**Table 2. Core temperature and associated physiological changes that occur as core temperature falls. Individuals respond differently at each level of core temperature.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Core Temperature</th>
<th>Physiological Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normothermia</td>
<td>98.6°C</td>
<td>Maximal shivering, increased blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>95.0°C</td>
<td>Amnesia; dysarthria; poor judgment; behavior change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate Hypothermia</td>
<td>91.4°C</td>
<td>Ataxia; apathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe Hypothermia</td>
<td>85.2°C</td>
<td>Cardiac arrhythmias; decreased cardiac output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.7°C</td>
<td>Unconsciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.2°C</td>
<td>Ventricular fibrillation; likely; hypoventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64.4°C</td>
<td>Loss of reflexes; voluntary motion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.2°C</td>
<td>Acid-base disturbances; no response to pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67.0°C</td>
<td>Reduced cerebral blood flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>73.4°C</td>
<td>Hypotension; bradycardia; pulmonary edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66.2°C</td>
<td>No corneal reflexes; anorexia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.2°C</td>
<td>Electroencephalographic silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.7°C</td>
<td>Asystole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.7°C</td>
<td>Lowest infant survival from accidental hypothermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56.7°C</td>
<td>Lowest adult survival from accidental hypothermia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In water and rain significantly increases the risk for developing hypothermia. **Category A**

**Anthropometry and % fat.** Subcutaneous body fat provides a relatively high thermal resistance (178) and persons who have a high % fat tend to maintain core temperature better than lean people (64,78,99,124,145,146,178), although this has not always been observed (62). There is also some evidence that individuals with fat greater than 25% have a higher threshold for vasoconstriction and this enables them to limit heat loss (96). Unperfused muscle also provides insulation during resting cold exposure (148) and can contribute as much as 85% of the limb insulation (39). During exercise, perfused muscle loses its insulatory potential and skin and subcutaneous fat provide most of the insulation (179). Some studies suggest that people with large surface area-to-mass ratios have a more rapid fall in core temperature (16,165), although in two studies where subjects were matched for body fat but differed in body mass and surface area-to-mass ratio, core temperature was the same at rest and during exercise (63,179). **Evidence Statement.** Individuals with high combined values of subcutaneous fat thickness, % fat, and muscle mass can maintain core temperature better than individuals with less fat and muscle. **Category B**

**Sex.** Sex differences in thermoregulatory responses during cold water exposure are primarily attributable to the women’s generally greater body fat content, thicker subcutaneous fat layer, less muscle mass, and higher surface area-to-mass ratio than men of comparable age and weight (176). However, in women and men of equivalent subcutaneous fat thickness, the women have a greater surface area and smaller total body mass and musculature (and lower total body heat content) than men. Thus, total heat loss is greater in the women, versus men, due to the larger surface area for heat loss and less insulation provided by muscle, and body temperature falls

---

**Immersion, rain and wind.** Water has a much higher thermal capacity than air, with the convective heat transfer coefficient being 70 times greater compared to air (54). Therefore, swimmers and athletes exercising in rainy weather can experience considerable body heat loss even in relatively mild water or air temperatures.

Thermal balance during exercise-cold water immersion and cold-wet air exposure depends on a complex interaction among metabolic heat generated, exercise mode, anthropomorphic and clothing factors that insulate, and magnitude of cooling caused by water temperature, rain, and wind. Individuals vary with respect to the water temperature that can be tolerated without experiencing a dangerous decline in core temperature during exercise (178). A decrease in water temperature increases the thermal gradient between the person and the environment and leads to significantly greater heat loss via convection and conduction. The more of a person’s surface area is immersed, the greater the effective heat exchange area is between the person and the water. As surface area immersed increases, core temperature will decrease more rapidly (109).

The maintenance of a normal core temperature also depends on the ability to generate enough heat to offset heat lost to the environment. Exercise in cold water may either increase or decrease core temperatures compared to rest in cold water (157,178,180), depending on whether exercise was performed with the legs-only or if a combination of arms and legs were used. Arm-leg exercise (e.g., swimming) increases the circulation to the extremities where peripheral heat loss is optimized due to the small diameter of the extremities and short conductive pathway for heat transfer from the limb core to the skin surface (19,181). However if the exercise intensity is high enough (~75% \( \dot{V}O_{2\text{max}} \) or 2.75 L.min\(^{-1}\)), core temperature will increase (49), even though combined arm-leg exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3. Predisposing factors for hypothermia based on cause. Table drawn from data presented in (31,143).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decreased Heat Production</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fatigue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Energy depletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of sleep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypopituitarism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypoadrenalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypothyroidism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypoglycemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (young &amp; old)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PREVENTION OF COLD INJURIES DURING EXERCISE**
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more rapidly during resting cold water immersion (124). Interestingly, during exercise in cold water, men and women of equivalent percent body fat exhibit the same decline in core temperature, perhaps due to loss of insulation in perfused muscle in men and a favorable distribution of subcutaneous fat over active musculature in women (125). Other data also suggest that men begin shivering sooner and at higher mean body temperatures than women, i.e., men are more sensitive to a change in body temperature (69), although Glickman-Weiss et al. did not find a sex effect on thermostensitivity between men and women (61). Cyclic changes in female reproductive hormones also may impact thermoregulatory responses to cold. Data suggest that the onset of shivering occurs sooner in the luteal phase (80) when estrogen and progesterone levels peak, although this finding has been challenged (68) and there are no data to suggest that differences in the absolute starting core during cold exposure places a woman at higher risk for hypothermia in the follicular vs. luteal phase. Amenorrheic women cannot maintain their core temperature during exercise in cold air as well as their eumenorrheic counterparts, even if they have a similar body composition profile (69). Evidence Statement. Core temperature responses to cold exposure between average men and women are primarily attributable to differences in body composition and anthropometry. Category C

Age. People who are older than 60 yr may be less cold tolerant than younger persons, due to reduced vasoconstriction and heat conservation in comparison to their younger counterparts (48,102,166,194). Older people also experience a decline in physical fitness. If they are exercising at the same absolute metabolic rates as younger individuals, the older person will be working at a higher \( \dot{V}O_2 \text{max} \), will fatigue sooner, and must decrease their absolute heat production if they fatigue, increasing the likelihood of a reduction in core temperature. Older individuals also appear to have a blunted thermal sensitivity to cold. For example, in studies where subjects have control of setting a thermostat as the ambient temperature fluctuates, older individuals will allow the air temperature to fall to lower levels before readjusting the thermostat (137,173).

Children, in comparison to adults, typically have a higher body surface area-to-mass ratio and lower subcutaneous fat amounts and this leads to substantial falls in core temperature when swimming in cold (20°C) water (165). Interestingly, in 11–12-yr-old boys who had similar amounts of subcutaneous fat as men (19–34 yr), core temperature was the same at rest and during exercise in 5°C air between the groups, but the mechanism for achieving this was different with the boys exhibiting a more pronounced vasoconstrictor and metabolic response compared to the men (167). Premenarcheal girls do not defend core temperature as well as eumenorheic girls during exercise-cold stress, due to a diminished vasoconstrictor response (105). Evidence Statement. Older individuals (> 60 yr) are at an increased risk of hypothermia due to blunted physiological and behavioral responses to cold. Children are at a greater risk of hypothermia than adults due to differences in body composition and anthropometry. Category B

Hypoglycemia and fasting. Recent findings show that shivering, like low intensity exercise, relies on lipid as the predominant metabolic substrate in well-fed individuals, but that blood glucose, muscle glycogen and even some protein are also metabolized (72,73). Underfeeding can lead to hypoglycemia, and acute hypoglycemia impairs shivering through a central nervous system mediated effect (55,140). Also, declining peripheral carbohydrate stores probably contribute to an inability to sustain exercise thermogenesis during cold exposure (141). Glycogen depletion, itself, has been shown, during cold-water immersion, to either impair initial shivering rates (121) or to have no effect on shivering thermogenesis (196). Muscle glycogen depletion has been observed to be more pronounced during low intensity (e.g., below 25% maximal oxygen uptake) exercise-cold stress compared to temperate conditions, but differences between environments are not seen when bouts of higher intensity exercise are compared (162). Shivering bursts also affect muscle glycogen levels, with more bursts leading to greater glycogen utilization (71). Complete food restriction for 48 h, even in the absence of hypoglycemia, impairs shivering and causes core body temperatures to decline more rapidly (116,120). Evidence Statement. Hypoglycemia impairs shivering and increases the risk for hypothermia. Category B

Physical fitness and training. Overall, physical training and level of fitness appear to have only minor influences on thermoregulatory responses to cold (48). Cross-sectional comparisons of aerobically fit and less fit persons find relationships between maximal aerobic power and temperature regulation in the cold (9,90), but in those studies, differences in thermoregulation appear more likely attributable to anthropometric differences between the aerobically fit and less fit subjects, rather than an effect of fitness state, training, or the level of maximal aerobic power, per se (9). In a recent study comparing novice and expert swimmers (115), the expert swimmers could swim further, but not longer, before becoming incapacitated in cold water compared to the novice swimmers. This is likely because arm fatigue due to muscle cooling was the primary cause of swim failure. Longitudinal studies have shown interval training has no measurable effects on thermoregulatory response to cold (160), and that while endurance training appears to strengthen cutaneous vasoconstrictor responses to cold, that effect has little impact on core temperature changes experienced during cold exposure (195). The effects of resistance training programs on thermoregulatory responses to cold have not been documented, but it seems likely that any such effects would be primarily attributable to training-related changes in body composition. The primary thermoregulatory advantage provided by the increased strength and aerobic power resulting from physical training is that the fitter individual can sustain voluntary activity at a higher intensity, and thus sustain higher rates of metabolic heat production than less
fit persons during cold-exposure. **Evidence Statement.** Physical fitness and training, per se, do not improve thermoregulatory responses to cold. Physical fitness does allow someone to exercise for a longer period at a higher metabolic rate, and may contribute to maintenance of normal core temperatures. **Category C**

**Prevention Strategies for Hypothermia**

**Risk management.** Hypothermia is best prevented by first assessing how cold it is by monitoring the temperature, wind, solar load, rain, immersion depth, and altitude (34). Then the hazard of exercising in the cold is assessed by analyzing the exercise regimen to be performed, the clothing available, and identifying those who are at higher risk of getting hypothermia. Specific factors that can be evaluated include the exercise intensity, duration, experience of the athlete, condition of the athlete (fit and rested or fatigued), general health, and nutritional status.

Risk management is the process of identifying potential hazards before performing in cold weather and taking the steps necessary to control these hazards (34), because hypothermia can occur during athletic events (93,149). Figure 1 outlines a cold strain risk management process for preventing cold injuries. An important aspect of this is recognizing changes in weather conditions so that people can be alerted to potential modifications that may be necessary to reduce exposure and susceptibility to cold injuries. Therefore, the risk management process must continually be reevaluated as input changes. Planning ahead could mean bringing additional clothing, cutting short the duration of an event, changing venues, offering warming facilities, or possibly even canceling an event. The greatest occurrence of hypothermia happens when people are not prepared for it, i.e., when people are not expecting it (rainy weather in spring/summer/fall; ocean/lake swimming on a hot day in spring and early summer). As stated above, cold, wet, and windy weather poses the

**FIGURE 1**—Risk management process for evaluating cold stress and strain.
Cold weather clothing protects against heat transfer to the air, while clothing insulation is needed to maintain body heat content. Official Journal of the American College of Sports Medicine.

Clothing. Cold weather clothing protects against hypothermia and peripheral cold injuries by reducing heat loss through the insulation provided by the clothing and the trapped air within and between clothing layers (7). Typical cold-weather clothing consists of three layers: an inner layer (lightweight polyester or polypropylene) which is in direct contact with the skin and does not readily absorb moisture, but wicks moisture to the outer layers where it can evaporate, a middle layer (polyester fleece or wool) which provides the primary insulation, and an outer layer, which is designed to allow moisture transfer to the air, while repelling wind and rain. Sweating can easily exceed the vapor transfer rate of the outer shell layer, causing moisture to accumulate on the inside, even if the outer layer has substantial venting (e.g., zippers in armpits) to allow moisture to escape. The outer layer should typically not be worn during exercise (unless it is rainy or very windy), but should be donned during subsequent rest periods.

Clothing insulation needs during physical activity can vary with changes in the ambient temperature and exercise intensity. Figure 2 depicts the insulation needed to maintain thermal balance at different ambient temperatures and exercise intensities (7,66,82,88). Table 4 presents the approximate insulation of various clothing articles and ensembles (89). As the exercise intensity increases (jogging, skiing—consult (2) for a comprehensive list of activities and metabolic requirements), the amount of clothing insulation needed to maintain body heat content and thermal balance decreases at any given air temperature. Imposing a single standard clothing ensemble for an entire group could result in overheating and sweating during exercise in some, while others would not be kept warm, therefore people should adjust clothing according to their own needs. A common problem is that people begin exercising while still wearing clothing layers appropriate for resting conditions, and thus, are “overdressed” after initiating exercise. If the combination of environmental conditions, work intensity, and available clothing suggest that body heat content cannot be maintained (e.g., low exercise intensity in rainy conditions), then supervision of the exerciser or use of the buddy system should be encouraged. All exercisers need to be aware that the risk of hypothermia increases if the weather is wet and wet-weather clothing is not available and exercise intensity is low (e.g., stop running and begin walking). Remaining dry, especially for those exercising in remote regions, is extremely important and dictates that carrying extra clothing of hypothermia increases if the weather is wet and wet-weather clothing is not available and exercise intensity is low (e.g., stop running and begin walking). Remaining dry, especially for those exercising in remote regions, is extremely important and dictates that carrying extra clothing of hypothermia increases if the weather is wet and wet-weather clothing is not available and exercise intensity is low (e.g., stop running and begin walking).

Clothing. Cold weather clothing protects against hypothermia and peripheral cold injuries by reducing heat loss through the insulation provided by the clothing and the trapped air within and between clothing layers (7). Typical cold-weather clothing consists of three layers: an inner layer (lightweight polyester or polypropylene) which is in direct contact with the skin and does not readily absorb moisture, but wicks moisture to the outer layers where it can evaporate, a middle layer (polyester fleece or wool) which provides the primary insulation, and an outer layer, which is designed to allow moisture transfer to the air, while repelling wind and rain. Sweating can easily exceed the vapor transfer rate of the outer shell layer, causing moisture to accumulate on the inside, even if the outer layer has substantial venting (e.g., zippers in armpits) to allow moisture to escape. The outer layer should typically not be worn during exercise (unless it is rainy or very windy), but should be donned during subsequent rest periods.

Clothing insulation needs during physical activity can vary with changes in the ambient temperature and exercise intensity. Figure 2 depicts the insulation needed to maintain thermal balance at different ambient temperatures and exercise intensities (7,66,82,88). Table 4 presents the approximate insulation of various clothing articles and ensembles (89). As the exercise intensity increases (jogging, skiing—consult (2) for a comprehensive list of activities and metabolic requirements), the amount of clothing insulation needed to maintain body heat content and thermal balance decreases at any given air temperature. Imposing a single standard clothing ensemble for an entire group could result in overheating and sweating during exercise in some, while others would not be kept warm, therefore people should adjust clothing according to their own needs. A common problem is that people begin exercising while still wearing clothing layers appropriate for resting conditions, and thus, are “overdressed” after initiating exercise. If the combination of environmental conditions, work intensity, and available clothing suggest that body heat content cannot be maintained (e.g., low exercise intensity in rainy conditions), then supervision of the exerciser or use of the buddy system should be encouraged. All exercisers need to be aware that the risk of hypothermia increases if the weather is wet and wet-weather clothing is not available and exercise intensity is low (e.g., stop running and begin walking). Remaining dry, especially for those exercising in remote regions, is extremely important and dictates that carrying extra clothing.

**TABLE 4.** Approximate clothing insulation of various representative clothing ensembles that may be worn in cold weather (89). Values are tabulated from measurements on copper manikins (89). Insulation values provided in units of clo and SI units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clothing Ensemble</th>
<th>Clothing Insulation (I clo)</th>
<th>m²·°C·W⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extreme cold weather expedition suit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with insulated one-piece suit</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extreme cold weather down-filled parka</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hood, shell pants, fiberfill pants liner</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extreme cold weather expedition suit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with hood (down—filled, one—piece suit),</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thermal long underwear top and bottom, sweat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shirt, mittens with inner fleece gloves, thick socks, insulated waterproof boots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 2**—Approximate amount of clothing insulation needed at different air temperatures and physical activity levels. Wind speed is assumed to be less than 5 mph (2.2 m·s⁻¹). One MET refers to energy expenditure at rest. One clo of insulation is the clothing necessary to allow a resting person to be comfortable when the air temperature is 21°C (70°F) (7). Refer to Table 4 for a list of typical clothing ensembles and their respective clo values.
triathlons to aid in thermal protection (www.fina.org). This guidance is based on athletic status (elite or not), swim length, and water temperature. For example, an elite triathlete swimming a course between 1500 and 3000 m cannot use a wet suit if the water temperature is above 23°C, but must wear one if the water temperatures is below 15°C. Studies have shown that wet suits reduce drag (182), increase buoyancy and lower oxygen consumption at any given swimming speed (183), and thus, their use in swimming competitions is primarily as a performance enhancer. For this reason, their use has been banned in open-water swimming competitions (e.g., English Channel). Core temperature goes up slightly when swimming with a wet suit at 20°C (184) and wet suits have no negative impact on further triathlon performance (cycling, running) after swimming in 25°C water (103). At lower water temperatures, wet suits with arm protection may provide the best thermal protection during swimming (132) since arm exercise causes a greater cooling rate than leg only or combined arm-leg exercise (181).

Heat losses from the head have been measured up to 50% of the total resting heat production in a person sitting in −4°C (25°F) air while wearing winter clothing (53). Knit caps and balaclavas can decrease this heat loss substantially. Headbands can be used to cover the ears, but allow for heat loss through the head. Socks should not fit tight and constrict blood flow. Shoes can be to one size larger with thick socks. Feet perspire even in the cold, particularly in heavy winter boots. This necessitates changing socks at least 2 times per day, but perhaps even more if activities levels are high. Evidence Statement. Clothing insulation requirements during exercise are a function of metabolic rate and ambient temperature. Layering provides the most flexibility to adjust insulation to prevent sweating, overheating, underdressing, and remaining dry in wet conditions. Category C

**Food and fluid intake.** Athletes can expend more energy during cold weather (by 10–40%, (52)) due to a combination of heavy clothing and equipment and the increased effort required for working or walking in snow or mud (139). The body may also expend more energy keeping warm through shivering when the weather is cold, but this depends on how well the individual has protected herself through proper clothing choices. If the core temperature remains above resting values during exercise, cold exposure does not increase oxygen uptake or caloric requirements above normal (188,189). In most cases, people do not need to change from their normal diet to meet their caloric needs in cold weather since they are not continually exercising for days and weeks (e.g., mountaineering). If caloric requirements are indeed higher, the 10–40% extra calories needed per day can be obtained by eating a “normal” breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and then supplementing with frequent snacks throughout the day. For the majority of exercisers who do not experience a decline in core or muscle temperature, fatigue is related to carbohydrate availability rather than thermoregulatory limitations (56,141) and exercise can be sustained by ingesting carbohydrate beverages of 6–12% (56,57). Furthermore, since carbohydrate availability appears limiting, carbohydrate loading to maximize muscle glycogen stores before exercise in the cold is beneficial (141). Thus, as with exercise in temperate environments, the majority of people who exercise for very long durations in cold weather (cross-country skiers, marathoners) will maintain performance by eating carbohydrate-rich foods such as crackers, potatoes, cereals, bread, and pasta.

Fluid balance may be affected by cold-weather exercise. Exercise can increase sweat loss in the cold just as in temperate climates by increasing core temperature and initiating thermoregulatory sweating (52). Sweat losses occur if activities are performed at a high intensity, while wearing heavy cold-weather clothing systems, and traversing in snow resulting in high metabolic rates (139). In these conditions a person could become dehydrated if fluid intake is substantially lower than fluid loss. In addition, if skin temperatures fall significantly, thirst is less noticeable in cold compared to hot weather (101). Exposure to cold air or immersion in cold water may also increase urine flow rate, the so-called cold-induced diuresis (CID). This response is likely caused by a redistribution of body fluids from the periphery to the central circulation as peripheral vasoconstriction occurs (52). CID is self-limiting because the response diminishes as body water content falls. CID is also prevented by moderate-intensity exercise (112).

Moderate fluid loss may not be as important for exercise performance in the cold as it is for temperate and hot environments. Recent data (23) show that if the skin temperatures are low, 4% dehydration has no effect on cycling performance in the cold. But if cold strain is minimized by clothing, thereby maintaining skin and core temperatures near that observed in temperate or even hot environments, dehydration will likely degrade performance (52). Dehydration does not alter heat conservation, heat production, or CID responses (134,136) and thus does not appear to increase the likelihood of cold injuries.

Simple solutions can be instituted to ensure adequate hydration before and during exercise. Before exercise, athletes can monitor hydration status by noting the color and volume of their urine and their body weight. Dark, low volume and infrequent urination indicates that fluid consumption should be increased. Likewise, frequent and large volumes of clear urine indicate that fluid replacement is adequate. Body weight can be assessed daily. People usually drink most of their water with meals, and eating food improves fluid consumption (87,170). During meal-time individuals can drink a variety of fluids (milk, juice, tea, sports drink, coffee), as each will be equally effective in replacing body water (87). In addition, meals provide the salt intake necessary to retain body water. Sodium-containing beverages, compared to pure water, have been shown to aid in fluid retention (~ 1 kg more fluid retained with Na+) over several days of a cold survival scenario (150), but little information is available on their effectiveness during short-duration exercise bouts in cold-weather. Snow, in most cases, should be avoided because it can
potentially lower body temperature, contains dirt and other pollution, and provides relatively little water per volume of snow to counteract dehydration. However in a person with a normal or high body temperature, snow is not contraindicated if it is the only source of water. During exercise, frequent fluid intake can be an effective strategy for maintaining hydration. Evidence Statement. Cold environments can increase energy expenditures and may cause fluid losses; dehydration does not impair vasoconstriction or shivering, thus dehydration does not increase susceptibility to cold injuries. Category C

FROSTBITE

Frostbite occurs when tissue temperatures fall below 0°C. The freezing point of skin is slightly below the freezing point of water due to the electrolyte content of the cells and extracellular fluid, with the skin surface reportedly freezing from −3.7 to −4.8°C (30,129,192). Wet skin will cool faster (129), will reach a lower temperature (12), and will freeze at a higher threshold (−0.6°C, (100)). Frostbite is most common in exposed skin (nose, ears, cheeks, exposed wrists), but also occurs in the hands and feet because peripheral vasoconstriction significantly lowers tissue temperatures (33). Instantaneous frostbite can occur when the skin comes in contact with supercooled liquids, such as petroleum products, oil, fuel, antifreeze, and alcohol, all of which remain liquid at temperatures of −40°C. Contact frostbite can occur by touching cold objects with bare skin (particularly highly conductive metal or stone), which causes rapid heat loss.

Usually, the first sign of frostbite is numbness. In the periphery, the initial sense of cooling begins at skin temperatures of 28°C (~82°F; (81) and pain appears at ~ −20°C (68°F; 42,81), but as skin temperature falls below 10°C (50°F) these sensations are replaced by numbness (144). Individuals often report feeling a “wooden” sensation in the injured area. After rewarming, pain is significant. The initial sensations are an uncomfortable sense of cold, which may include tingling, burning, aching, sharp pain, and decreased sensation (128). The skin color may initially appear red; it then becomes waxy white. Note that peripheral temperatures (hands, feet) may be indicative of a generalized whole body cooling that may ultimately result in hypothermia. Body heat content has been found to be directly related to the skin temperature of fingers and toes (14).

Table 5 presents the predisposing factors for frostbite. Risk factors are separated by cause including environmental, mechanical, physiological, and psychological. For the relatively healthy athlete, the most relevant are the environmental and mechanical factors since these can be prevented through recognition and employing appropriate countermeasures. Important risk factors that cannot be changed include sex and race. Peripheral responses to cold appear to differ between men and women. During exposure of the hand to cold while the rest of the body remains warm, finger temperatures are typically lower in women than men (76,142,147). Contact cooling studies suggest that women’s fingers cool faster than men, possibly due to hand size (91). Prevalence of peripheral vascular disorders like Raynaud’s phenomenon is also higher in women, which may also make them more susceptible to peripheral cold injury (70). Raynaud’s phenomenon (RP) is a transient, vasospastic disorder that causes blood vessels to constrict to a greater extent than normal when exposed to the cold leading to very low blood flow to the digits (190). The affected area first turns white, blue if the area becomes cyanotic and finally red upon rewarming. RP is associated with tingling, swelling, or painful throbbing. Individuals with scleroderma, lupus or arthritis are more likely to suffer from RP as are individuals who live in cold-weather regions (11). Black men and women are 2–4 times more likely to suffer a cold weather injury than their Caucasian counterparts (33). Early information on frostbite risk due to race was conducted in military populations and observed higher frostbite rates in blacks (17,172) and a recent epidemiological study (33) controlling for occupational exposure to cold also observed a higher risk for blacks across many different job descriptions. Physiological and anthropometric reasons suggested for the higher frostbite risk in African-Americans include less pronounced CIVD, increased sympathetic response to cold exposure, and thinner, longer digits (17).

In most cases, sojourning to high altitude is synonymous with cold exposure. The air temperature decreases 2°C with every 310 m (1000 ft) above the site at which the temperature was measured. Also, the wind chill temperature will be lower at higher altitudes due to the combination of lower air temperatures and higher wind speeds caused by less tree cover. Epidemiological evidence suggests that the risk of frostbite significantly increases above 5182 m (77). The combination of the known cognitive deficits elicited by hypoxia (5) and preliminary
data suggesting that cutaneous sensitivity to cold is blunted in the toes (65) can potentially lead to poor behavioral choices at high altitude and increase individual susceptibility to cold injury. Physiologically, CIVD responses appear to be blunted by altitude exposures (> 4350 m) in nonaltitude acclimatized subjects (28,122,171), with possibly some restoration of responses after altitude acclimatization of at least 21–45 d (28,122). Altitude exposure (> 8000 ft) also decreases the shivering and vasoconstrictor response to cold exposure (10,92).

**Prevention Strategies for Frostbite**

**Wind chill.** The principal cold-stress determinants during outdoor activities in cold weather are air temperature, wind speed, and wetness. Most body heat loss during cold exposure occurs through radiation, conduction, and convection, so when ambient temperatures are colder than body temperatures, the thermal gradient favors body heat loss (67). Wind exacerbates heat loss by facilitating convective heat loss (54) and reduces the insulative value of clothing. The wind chill temperature (WCT) index (Fig. 3) integrates wind speed and air temperature to provide an estimate of the cooling power of the environment (130,138). The WCT standardizes the cooling power of the environment to an equivalent air temperature for calm conditions.

WCTs are specific in their correct application, only estimating the danger of cooling for the exposed skin of persons walking at 1.3 m s\(^{-1}\) (3 mph). Wind does not cause an exposed object to become cooler than the ambient temperature, but instead wind causes exposed objects to cool toward ambient temperature more rapidly than without wind. Wind speeds obtained from weather reports do not take into account man-made wind. For example, running and skiing produce wind across the body at the same rate as the body is moving. The WCT presents the relative risk of frostbite and the predicted times to freezing (Fig. 3) of exposed facial skin (38). Facial skin was chosen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Speed (mph)</th>
<th>Air Temperature (°F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>15-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>60-80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Speed (km/h)</th>
<th>Air Temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>15-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>20-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30</td>
<td>30-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-40</td>
<td>40-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>60-80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FROSTBITE GUIDE**

- **Low risk of frostbite for most people**
- **Increasing risk of frostbite for most people in 10 to 30 minutes of exposure**
- **High risk for most people in 5 to 10 minutes of exposure**
- **High risk for most people in 2 to 5 minutes of exposure**
- **High risk for most people in 2 minutes of exposure or less**

![FIGURE 3—Wind chill temperature index in Fahrenheit and Celsius. Frostbite times are for exposed facial skin. Top chart is from the U.S. National Weather Service; bottom chart is from the Meteorological Society of Canada/Environment Canada.](image-url)
because this area of the body is typically not protected. Frostbite cannot occur if the air temperature is above 0°C (32°F). Wet skin exposed to the wind will cool even faster and if the skin is wet and exposed to wind, the ambient temperature used for the WCT table should be 10°C lower than the actual ambient temperature (12). Also, the local weather may vary greatly depending on the local topography. Wind speeds are also measured at ~10 m and the actual exposure of someone varies with trees, buildings and the direction you are facing. Compared to lower elevations, wind speeds are generally greater at high altitudes, where there is little tree cover. Evidence Statement. The risk of frostbite is less than 5% when the ambient temperature is above −15°C (5°F), but increased safety surveillance of exercisers is warranted when the WCT falls below −27°C (−18°F) since, in those conditions, frostbite can occur in 30 min or less in exposed skin. Category C

Exercise. Physical activity is an effective countermeasure to increase finger skin temperature when there is no wind. For example, at rest in −10°C air with no wind, the gloved finger temperature is ~18°C. As metabolic heat production increases 2–4 fold, finger temperature rises to 22–27°C (118). However, if conditions are windy, physical activity does not significantly alter the temperature of exposed or covered fingers. Exposure to a 5 m s⁻¹ (11 mph) wind at an ambient temperature of −10°C when performing light to moderate physical activity only raises the finger temperature in a glove from 10°C at rest to −13°C. However, increasing the exercise intensity from 220 to 350 W (2.2–3.5 METs) increases nose temperatures from 4.5°C to 8.9°C, even in a 5 m s⁻¹ wind (12,58) and Brajkovic and Ducharme (10) found that nose skin temperature rose from 9.7°C at rest to 18.1°C during exercise.

Clothing. The same clothing principles of layering and staying dry are also used for gloves/mittens, socks, and hats. Gloves and hats can be used to regulate heat loss for each individual by adding or removing particular items based on individual subjective thermal sensations. Gloves and mittens should be donned before the hands become cold. Then as the work intensity increases and the hands become warm, gloves can be removed so that sweat does not accumulate in the fabric. Using mittens, compared to gloves, will provide greater protection from cold injuries. However, this protection must be weighed against the significant decline in manual dexterity that occurs with mitten use. Liner gloves can be used to keep moisture away from skin, allow for dexterity with protection, and add a layer of insulation. Individuals should not blow warm breath into mittens or gloves because it can cause the hands to become even colder due to the vapor from the breath adding moisture to the glove that may freeze and contribute to further cooling.

Spreading petroleum jelly or other emollients onto the skin does not lower the risk of frostbite (111,175); indeed the use of these products may increase the relative risk of frostbite on the head (110). Using white petroleum jelly may increase risk by giving a false sense of security because subjects perceive the skin to be warmer, compared to using no petroleum jelly, when the face is exposed to the cold (111). These products should not be used in freezing weather. Straps on gloves and other equipment should not be pulled too tight and shoelaces should not be tied too tightly. Backpack straps may decrease blood flow to the arms and hands, so dropping the load every few hours may be needed to allow increased circulation. Buddy checks can be implemented at this time.

NONFREEZING COLD INJURIES

The most common nonfreezing cold injuries (NFCl) are trenchfoot and chilblains. Trenchfoot typically occurs when tissues are exposed to temperatures between 0 and 15°C (32–60°F) for prolonged periods of time (75,174), whereas chilblains, a more superficial injury, can occur after just a few hours of exposure to bare skin (75). These injuries may occur due to actual immersion or by the creation of a damp environment inside boots caused by sweat soaked socks. Diagnosing NFCl involves observation of clinical symptoms over time as different, distinct stages emerge days to months after the initial injury (174).

Trenchfoot initially appears as a swollen, edematous foot with a feeling of numbness. The initial color is red but soon becomes pale and cyanotic if the injury is more severe. Peripheral pulses are hard to detect. Trenchfoot is accompanied by aches, increased pain sensitivity, and infections (75). The exposure time needed to develop trenchfoot is quite variable, with estimates ranging from >12 h to 3–4 d in cold-wet environments (74,174). Most commonly, trenchfoot develops when wet socks and shoes are worn continuously over many days. The likelihood of trenchfoot in most sporting activities is low, except in winter hiking, camping, and expeditions.

Chilblain (also known as pernio or kibe) is a superficial cold injury typically occurring after 1–5 h in cold wet conditions (75), at temperatures below 16°C (60°F). Small erythematous papules appear on the skin, most often on the dorsal surface of the fingers, but the ears, face and exposed shins are also common (75). The lesions are swollen, tender, itchy and painful. Upon rewarming, the skin becomes inflamed, red and hot to the touch, swollen, with an itching or burning sensation that may continue for several hours after exposure. There are no lasting effects from chilblain.

Prevention of trenchfoot can be achieved by encouraging individuals to remain active and increase blood flow to the feet and keeping feet dry by continually changing socks. Changing socks 2–3 times throughout the day is mandatory in cold-wet environments during long-term exposure. Prophylactic treatment with antiperspirants containing aluminum hydroxide may also decrease sweating in the foot. Vapor barrier boots (some hiking boots, ski boots) and liners do not allow sweat from the foot to evaporate and sock changing is important. These boots and liners should be taken off each day, wiped out, and allowed to dry (75,174). If regular boots are worn, these
Cold urticaria is a disorder characterized by the rapid onset of itching, redness, and swelling of the skin within minutes after exposure to a cold stimulus (75). It is probably the most common form of urticaria (hives). In extreme cases, anaphylactic shock may occur. This condition can begin at any age, affects both men and women, and is most prevalent in young adults (18–25 yr old). There are two forms of the disorder: essential (acquired) cold urticaria, and familial (hereditary) cold urticaria (75). The symptoms of the acquired form become obvious in two to five minutes after exposure to the triggering substance or situation, while it takes 24 to 48 h for symptoms of familial cold urticaria to appear. Also, symptoms tend to last longer with the familial form, typically about 24 h although they may remain for as long as 48 h. With the acquired form, symptoms tend to last for one to two hours. Diagnosis of cold urticaria is made by placing ice cubes or ice water on the skin. Management of cold urticaria occurs through patient education, avoiding cold exposure, and giving patients epinephrine pens.

Cold-induced bronchoconstriction. Exercise-induced bronchoconstriction (EIB) is defined as a transient narrowing of the airways that is caused by exercise (46,187) and clinically is demonstrated by a > 10% decrease in the forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1). EIB has an incidence rate of ~ 4–20% in the general population and 11–50% in elite athletes (46,154). In people with asthma, exercise causes EIB in ~ 80% of these individuals (127). Cold exposure has been implicated as a trigger for bronchoconstriction and asthma-like symptoms. Cold-weather athletes have an increased prevalence of EIB (23% of Olympic winter athletes) with cross-country skiers reportedly having an incidence rate of 33–50% (107,191). Additionally, women are reported to have higher rates of EIB than men (187,191). Two mechanisms have been postulated for EIB. One theory (the osmotic theory) suggests that airway drying caused by hyperventilation causes surface airway cells to become hyperosmotic and thus draw fluid from adjoining cells. This leads to a cascade of vasoconstrictor mediators to be secreted (3,46). The second theory suggests that cooling of airways (exacerbated by cold air and higher ventilations) and subsequent rewarming causes high blood flow, engorgement of blood vessels, and edema formation in the airway vasculature leading to airway obstruction (46,156). Evans et al. (46) tested this hypothesis and found that cold air per se did not lead to EIB, but that dry air associated with cold exposure is the likely cause of EIB, suggesting hyperosmolality as a trigger for airway narrowing. Thus the use of bottled dry air during eucapnic voluntary hyperventilation is the recommended test for identifying EIB in athletes (153). Other studies also report that facial or torso cooling alone can cause FEV1 to be lower.

EIB is more prevalent in indoor ice rink athletes compared to warm-weather athletes (119,154,155,191). Data from several investigators implicate air quality in the rink to the higher incidence (113,152). Ice rink resurfacing machines produce high levels of carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and ultrafine and fine particulate matter with observed levels as much as 20-times higher than the outside air (152). Particulate matter increases allergic sensitization and airway hyperresponsiveness (35) and exercise increases deposition of ultrafine particulate matter (29), which is related to the resting FEV1 (104). Thus indoor ice rink athletes (figure skaters, ice-hockey players, speedskaters) and their health-care providers need to be aware that exercise in this environment may be a causative factor for EIB. Evidence Statement. Winter athletes, especially those exercising at high intensities and ventilation rates and in indoor ice rinks, have a higher incidence of EIB than the general population. Breathing dry air and skin/facial cooling act in synergy to trigger exercise-induced bronchospasm during winter activities. Indoor pollutants are also a trigger for EIB. Category C

Mortality/morbidity in winter. Mortality rates are higher in winter (45,98) compared to summer months; however hypothermia only accounts for a very minor percentage of these excess deaths. Instead, there are significant increases in death due to ischemic heart disease, stroke, and respiratory disease (45,84). Mortality increases to a greater extent in regions with relatively warm winters that have cold snaps and in people who are less active outdoors.

Cardiac. Exercise-cold stress, compared to exercise in warm environments, increases sympathetic nervous activity, total peripheral resistance, mean arterial pressure, cardiac work, and myocardial oxygen requirements during rest or exercise (36,43,85). For example, mean arterial pressure increases by ~ 17 mm Hg (18%) and rate pressure product (systolic pressure × heart rate) increases by 10% (15). Facial cooling by wind, alone, lowers the heart rate in people with asthma and normal controls (126,197). Thus EIB caused by cold exposure is likely caused by a combination of breathing dry air along with a reflex response due to skin or facial cooling, leading to high amounts of inflammation, especially in athletes who have high ventilation rates (95,169). Persons who experience EIB when breathing cold air during heavy exercise exhibit a reduced FEV1 (79,156) which can limit maximal ventilation, thus maximal performance. Lastly, even healthy persons can experience an increase in respiratory passage secretions and decreased mucociliary clearance when breathing very cold air during exercise, and any associated airway congestion may impair pulmonary mechanics and ventilation during exercise, also impacting on performance (59). One possible countermeasure for decreasing the occurrence of EIB in cold-weather is to use a mouth-borne heat and moisture exchanger (41,59) or even a scarf, although the increased resistance when ventilation rates are high may preclude the use of a moisture exchanger for most competitive athletes.
Evidence - 60 yr) are at an increased risk of hypothermia due to blunted physiological and behavioral responses to cold. Older individuals (< 60 yr) are at an increased risk of hypothermia due to blunted physiological and behavioral responses to cold. Children are at a greater risk of hypothermia than adults due to differences in body composition and anthropometry. Hypoglycemia impairs shivering and increases the risk for hypothermia. Physical fitness and training, per se, do not improve thermoregulatory responses to cold. Physical fitness does not allow someone to exercise for a longer period at a higher metabolic rate, and may contribute to maintenance of normal core temperatures.

TABLE 6. American College of Sports Medicine prevention of cold injuries during exercise Position Stand evidence statements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Heading</th>
<th>Evidence Statement</th>
<th>Evidence Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothermia</td>
<td>Exercising in water and rain significantly increases the risk for developing hypothermia.</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individuals with high combined values of subcutaneous fat thickness, % fat, and muscle mass can maintain core temperature better than individuals with less fat and muscle.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core temperature responses to cold exposure between average men and women are primarily attributable to differences in body composition and anthropometry.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Older individuals (&lt; 60 yr) are at an increased risk of hypothermia due to blunted physiological and behavioral responses to cold. Children are at a greater risk of hypothermia than adults due to differences in body composition and anthropometry.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypoglycemia impairs shivering and increases the risk for hypothermia.</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical fitness and training, per se, do not improve thermoregulatory responses to cold. Physical fitness does not allow someone to exercise for a longer period at a higher metabolic rate, and may contribute to maintenance of normal core temperatures.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention strategies for hypothermia</td>
<td>Clothing insulation requirements during exercise are a function of metabolic rate and ambient temperature. Layering provides the most flexibility to adjust insulation to prevent sweating, over-heating, under-dressing, and remaining dry in wet conditions.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention strategies for frostbite</td>
<td>Cold environments can increase energy expenditures and may cause fluid losses; dehydration does not impair vasoconstriction or shivering, thus dehydration does not increase susceptibility to cold injuries.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold-related injuries</td>
<td>The risk of frostbite is less than 5% when the ambient temperature is above −15°C (5°F), but increased safety surveillance of exercisers is warranted when the WCT falls below −27°C (−18°F) since, in those conditions, frostbite can occur in 30 minutes or less in exposed skin.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winter athletes, especially those exercising at high intensities and ventilation rates and in indoor ice rinks, have a higher incidence of EIB than the general population. Breathing dry air and skin/facial cooling act in synergy to trigger exercise-induced bronchospasm during winter activities. Indoor pollutants are also a trigger for EIB. Patients with CAD must use caution when exercising/working in the cold and should be knowledgeable of angina symptoms. Swimming in cold water may not be a good choice because it can potentially mask symptoms of angina.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

Exercise is primarily pursued outside in a variety of environmental extremes, including exercising in cold air and water. Because this topic affects many different people, the ACSM presents an evidence-based review of the state of knowledge on exercising in the cold.

A summary of the evidence statements and their respective evidence category grades are presented in Table 6. Since outcomes-based (development of hypothermia, frostbite, nonfreezing cold injury) research in the cold is limited due to ethical constraints, the majority of the evidence categories are graded based on physiologic end-points. However, this collection of information still enables a recommendation to be made that will aid in preventing cold injuries during exercise.

It is the position of the American College of Sports Medicine that exercise can be safely performed in cold-weather if coaches, athletes, medical personnel, and officials follow a risk management strategy. Successful implementation of this strategy includes asking the following questions: a) how cold is it?; b) what clothing...
protection is available?, c) who is at risk for a cold-weather injury?, d) what is the health condition of the exerciser?, e) what effective strategies do I have available to mitigate the cold stress and injury risk?, and f) is there a contingency plan in place to deal with changing conditions? Training in cold weather is very important as athletes and coaches can learn strategies to aid in making good decisions. Training for shorter durations and near definitive care and rewarming facilities will aid athletes when the weather is worse than normal. Cold environmental conditions, in most cases, should not be a limiting factor for successfully exercising in athletic competitions, recreational pursuits, leisure activities, and occupational work.

This pronouncement was reviewed for the American College of Sports Medicine by the Pronouncements Committee and by Ira Jacobs, Ph.D., FACS; Joel B. Mitchell, Ph.D., FACS; Timothy D. Noakes, M.D., FACS; Kent B. Pandolf, Ph.D., FACS; Kenneth W. Rundell, Ph.D., FACS; and Susan M. Shirreffs, Ph.D., FACS.
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